Application Guidance Notes: Technical Information from Cummins Generator Technologies

AGN 026 – Harmonic Voltage Distortion
Comment; The critical level of acceptable harmonic voltage distortion % is set by the capability
of the NLL, not an inability of the alternator.
DESCRIPTION:
The explanation below, used with the table and graph, will enable the required level of
harmonic voltage distortion % to be estimated by selection of an appropriate alternator. To
achieve this required level of system harmonic voltage distortion, the alternator must have a
maximum calculated value of Sub-transient Reactance [X”d], for the kVA level [or ‘base kVA’]
associated with the connected Non Linear Load. Below is a quick method to be used in
conjunction with experience about typical and acceptable levels of THD, followed by the classic
mathematical approach for when all the information is provided.
This ‘base kVA’ value of X”d can be calculated by:

the kVA of the Non Linear Load
X
the kVA of the alternator for which the value of X”d is known

the known value of X”d
[for the voltage the
alternator will supply the
load]

X”d Table and Graph for Alternators with Winding 311/312
There are known key alternator values of X”d that are required to achieve particular system
harmonic voltage distortion levels. If we consider a typical 6-pulse system, with 30% harmonic
current distortion:
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If the required level of harmonic voltage distortion is 10%, then the value of the
alternator’s X”d at the NLL’s rated input kVA will need to be 3.5%.



If 15% harmonic voltage distortion is acceptable, then X”d at 5.3% is needed.

The following table provides alternator kVA ratings with X”d at 12%, 5.3% and 3.5%.
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The following graph sets Sub-transient Reactance against Voltage Distortion levels.

Non Linear Load Characteristics
The requirement to achieve a particular system harmonic voltage distortion level is determined
by the alternator’s value of X”d, which in turn, is influenced by the characteristics of the NLL
and the operating parameters. One characteristic of a NLL is number of power devices in the
converter bridge:
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 Three phase fully controlled system indicates a 6 pulse converter stage.
 Six phase fully controlled system indicates a 12 pulse converter stage.
Insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) technology may be used in the converter stage of
modern electronic power devices. For calculation purposes, use the method adopted for 12
pulses systems.
Refer to AGN025 Non Linear Loads, for comprehensive guidance on NLL characteristics and
how those characteristics determine the X’’d of the alternator.
VOLTAGE DISTORTION CALCULATIONS:
Comment; It is often found that voltage regulation, quantified as a ‘+/- value’, is mistaken for
harmonic voltage distortion, quantified as a pure ‘% value’. Any stated required ‘voltage’
performance should always be clarified during preliminary data gathering to ensure the correct
information has been provided.
The level of harmonic voltage distortion on a system can be considered to be the result of the
following:




A product of the source impedance of the supply and for an alternator; this is quantified
as the value of the alternator’s Sub-transient Reactance (X”d).
The amount of distorting Non Linear Load to be supplied, identified in kVA.
The characteristics of the current taken by the Non Linear Load, described by the NLL’s
number of pulses and the current harmonic distortion, identified in THD %.

The following formula can be used in order to calculate the harmonic voltage distortion by
considering each individual harmonic number, although this is usually restricted to 5th, 7th 11th,
13th, 17th, 19th 23rd, 25th hamonics:
Vn = I . n . X”d p.u.

Vn
I
n
X”d

-

Harmonic Voltage
Harmonic Current
Harmonic Number
Sub-transient Reactance

Example: A 7th harmonic current equal to 0.1 p.u. [or 10%] rated current supplied from an
alternator having a mean Sub-transient Reactance of 0.12 p.u. will produce a 7th harmonic
voltage of: 0.1 x 7 x 0.12 = 0.084 p.u. (8.4% of rated voltage).
The individual harmonic voltage distortion levels can be established by performing this
calculation for the p.u. current associated with each harmonic number.
The Voltage Total Harmonic Distortion [THD] is then calculated by establishing the square root
of the sum of the squares of these individual Voltage harmonics.
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It is then necessary to introduce a K factor to take into account the number of pulses of the
NLL equipment and so, the resulting pattern of the current harmonic levels and how they are
distributed against the harmonic numbers must be taken into account.



For 6 pulse equipment, apply a K factor of 1
For 12 pulse equipment, apply a K factor of 0.5

The level of harmonic voltage distortion, from the ‘Square root of the sum of the squares’
calculation is then multiplied by the K factor to predict the typical harmonic voltage distortion
on the alternator supplied NLL system.
The tables on the following pages provide typical voltage distortion for given harmonic currents
on 3-phase 6-pulse and 12-pulse NLLs and also single phase 2-pulse NLLs:
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REDUCING THE HARMONIC VOLTAGE DISTORTION %
To reduce the harmonic voltage distortion, the following options may be considered:


Reduce the source Impedance of the supply, which in effect means reducing the value
of the alternator’s Sub-transient Reactance [X”d]. This can be achieved by using
special windings within the alternator, or staying with the standard winding design but
then choosing a bigger alternator.



Change the NLL unit from 6 to 12 pulse, or consider some of the new IGBT technology
power electronic packages that have minimal input harmonic current distortion by
‘switching’ design.



Reduce the loads Harmonic Current Distortion % by use of power factor correction
capacitors or harmonic filters, but now care needs to be taken with the possibility of a
leading power factor (kVAr) situation.

Power Factor Correction Capacitors
Consideration should always be given to operating conditions which are likely to subject an
alternator to a load condition that may result in an alternator operating under a condition of
leading Power Factor. The effective level of air-gap flux resulting from armature reaction
associated with a condition of an excess of stator winding load current with a leading Power
Factor, can induce a level of ‘self-excitation’ into the main rotor winding, which can result in a
situation of over-excitation. Under such a critical condition the output voltage of the alternator
will rise outside the control of the alternator’s AVR excitation system and the level of voltage
rise becomes cumulative as the level of leading pf load current rises in proportion to the system
voltage level. The generator output voltage level could become some 180% of the nominal
voltage.
The critical level of acceptable leading power factor (kVAr) is identified by observing the
alternator’s Operating Chart, sometimes called a Capability Diagram. Typically, most
alternators will remain ‘stable’ and under normal AVR excitation control if the level of applied
leading power factor kVAr (Zpf lead) does not exceed 30% of the alternator’s rated kVA.
Under conditions of leading power factor nearer to unity, the Operating Chart displays that the
alternator’s capability, at levels of 0.95pf (lead) to 1.0pf, is virtually at rated kVA levels.
For the reasons outlined above, the common recommendation is that when a Generating Set
is to be used to power a site load, which includes pf correction Capacitors, then the simplest
guidance is that the pf correction equipment is disabled during loss of mains situations.
However, if a competent Generating Set provider can access the site loads characteristics
and establish the operating benefits of keeping the pf correction equipment active, then with
due consideration of the pf correction equipment performance data and alternator
manufacturers Operating Chart, it is possible to calculate a safe mode of operation.
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With regard to situations where the site load incorporates harmonically distorting Non Linear
Loads, further consideration is required about allowing the power factor correction Capacitors
to be connected. Capacitors are frequency sensitive and therefore, are sensitive to the
harmonics generated by NLLs. If too much harmonic voltage distortion is present on the
electrical supply system, any capacitor will naturally ‘draw’ more than designed current. At
best the pf correction Circuit Breaker will trip, at worst permanent damage will be done to the
capacitive element.
Harmonic Filters
If the site load where the NLL is present incorporates a harmonic filter aimed at reducing the
overall system harmonic distortion levels, then this can be considered to be an asset to the
overall scheme and so, beneficial to have it connected when the alternator is powering the site
load. Whilst accepting that harmonic filters incorporate capacitors - their characteristics fully
discussed above - well designed harmonic filters will also make use of Inductors.
This means that the unit has elements of Zpf lagging and Zpf leading, so the overall resultant
could be virtually unity pf. Therefore as such, the harmonic filter should not cause the
alternator to enter the critical zone of ‘self-excitation’.
The reduction to the overall harmonic current distortion levels of the sites NLL will be reduced
with the filter in circuit and so correspondingly, will the overall harmonic voltage distortion
levels. This therefore, must be considered to be an ideal, beneficial situation, as it presents to
the power supply a load with characteristics nearer to the ideal non-distorting linear load.
It is well known that, if an alternator is used to power a site load, the system source impedance
of that site supply will be higher than when a mains supply is used. The overall systems
Voltage Total Harmonic Distortion [THD] level has a directly proportional relationship to the
level of source Impedance of the supply system.
Therefore, the levels of harmonic voltage distortion that will occur supporting a given NLL by
an alternator will inevitably be higher than when mains supply is being used. This is because
the alternator must be a cost effective choice for the application and therefore, small [in
capacity] when compared to the mains supply.
When considering the levels of THD that NLL have been designed to tolerate, the common
guide is G5/4. Achieving levels this low for an alternator supply situation is an extremely
difficult and costly exercise and in real world fact, in practice, rarely occurs. Typically, most
NLL can tolerate twice G5 / 4 levels and so this becomes the target when nominating
alternators for NLL applications. However, with a scheme that now has twice the ‘expected’
harmonic voltage distortion applied to all the connected loads the design capability of the
harmonic filter may now need to be carefully (re-)considered.
Harmonic filters consist of Capacitors & Inductors [chokes]; these are frequency sensitive and
therefore, also harmonically sensitive. With a twice expected ‘harmonic voltage’ being applied
to the harmonic filter components, there is a risk that the chokes and capacitors may start to
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‘draw’ more than designed current, possibly resulting in their Circuit Breaker’s tripping [fuses
blowing], therefore INCREASING the system harmonic voltage distortion.
A further risk is that their protection circuit doesn’t operate; leaving the chokes to operate
outside their designed working temperature and so damaging their insulation systems and high
capacitor currents promoting damage their ‘end connections’ and severely stressing their
dielectric.
In conclusion; it is beneficial to have the harmonic filter in circuit, but during the first occasion
that the scheme of alternator and site loads are operated, the input current to the harmonic
filter unit should be measured and compared with normal mains supply current levels. Any
differences should be discussed with the harmonic filter manufacturer.

Application Guidance Notes are for information purposes only. Cummins Generator Technologies reserves the right to change the contents of
Application Guidance Notes without notice and shall not be held responsible for any subsequent claims in relation to the content.
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